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ABSTRACT 
 

Decentralized platforms like blockchain have been attracting significant attention in recent years, especially in the context of 

financial and payment systems. They are designed to provide a transparent, secure, and reliable environment for digital transactions 

without the need for a central authority. The core of a decentralized platform like blockchain is a consensus layer that allows all 

participants (called Workers), who properly operate and follow all network protocols and have access to the same state of the 

distributed ledger, to coordinate their actions and arrive at the same decisions. However, some Workers may be temporarily offline at 

their own discretion, without any confirmation, or their work may be faulty due to technical circumstances, resulting in unpredictable 

behavior. The goal of this article is to present an approach for multi-objective optimizing of Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT)-based 

consensus protocols, to reduce the impact on the network of faulty participants. Two criteria were considered – minimization of the 

number of sent service messages, and maximization of the mathematical expectation of the number of produced blocks. The result is 

a method to determine the optimal committee size and distribution of Workers, depending on their total number in the network and 

the expected proportion of Byzantine faulty nodes. All protocol amendments presented in this work are tested with corresponding 

simulation models and have demonstrated notable enhancements in the performance of the system and decreased the load on network 

nodes. These improvements will be implemented to the consensus protocol Gozalandia on the Waterfall platform, enhancing its 

overall reliability, performance, and security. In addition, the presented optimizing algorithm can be applied to a wide range of 

consensus protocols in blockchains, where blocks must be signed by randomly selected committees to confirm their validity. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Distributed ledger technologies are becoming 

increasingly popular due to secure and transparent 

transactions and interactions without intermediaries 

or central authorities [1]. They also offer greater 

control for users over their data and assets. 

Blockchain is a decentralized database in which 

information is stored in the form of a “chain of 

blocks” of a certain number of transactions. 

Decentralization [2] refers to the absence of nodes or 

groups with exclusive access to certain resources.  
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Deploying social and commercial applications and 

services on services on decentralized platforms is a 

current trend. This meets modern society’s 

requirements regarding freedom of access, openness, 

and transparency of information. 

With the growing demand for digital services, 

decentralized technologies are expected to continue 

to gain popularity in the coming years. Blockchain 

technology can be used in almost all fields of 

activity. A variety of financial services, such as 

payment systems [3, 4], medical [5] and real estate 

[6] industries, support for the Internet of Things 

(IoT) [7, 8], logistics [9], the energy sector [10, 11], 

identity document (ID) services [12], and e-voting 

[13] are currently using them. 
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Since the blockchain is decentralized, and the 

data in it cannot be changed or reversed due to its 

cryptographic protection system, this technology is 

considered very secure. Each block includes 

transaction information (typically represented as a 

Merkle tree [14]), a timestamp, and a cryptographic 

hash of the preceding block. Therefore, blockchains 

are resistant to data modification. Once recorded 

into the distributed ledger, the data in any given 

block cannot be changed retrospectively without 

changing all the ensuing blocks. Side chains (called 

forks) are removed during realization, and every 

block is arranged in a linear way [15]. Among the 

crucial features of the blockchain, it should be noted 

that the ledger is stored among the network 

participants, and not in a centralized way. 

There are different types of blockchains, each 

with its unique characteristics, advantages, and 

limitations. Each type is used according to the 

requirements of the application. 

Public blockchains are open to anyone, and 

anyone can participate in the network. These 

blockchains are entirely decentralized, meaning 

there is no central authority that controls the 

network. Public blockchains provide transparency, 

immutability, and security, making them suitable for 

applications that require trust, such as financial 

systems and supply chains. 

Private blockchains are restricted to a group of 

participants who are authorized to join the network. 

Private blockchains are not entirely decentralized, as 

they often rely on a central authority to validate 

transactions. Private blockchains are suitable for 

applications where privacy and confidentiality are 

essential, such as healthcare systems and corporate 

databases. 

Consortium blockchains are a hybrid of public 

and private blockchains. A consortium blockchain is 

controlled by a group of organizations that have 

agreed to work together to maintain the network. 

Achieving overall system stability while 

dealing with a number of faulty processes is a 

fundamental challenge in distributed computing and 

multi-agent systems [16]. To achieve stability, all 

honest participants who always and unconditionally 

follow all network protocols must arrive at the same 

decision. The aim of consensus protocols is to solve 

this problem [17, 18]. Consensuses for private and 

public networks are typically distinguished based on 

the circumstances of applicability. 

Private network consensuses function with 

additional limitations. They assume that all protocol 

participants are aware of the whole list of nodes (or 

at least their number), and the number of faulty 

nodes is restricted to a specific number or a specific 

percentage of the total number of nodes. There are 

plenty of reliable consensus protocols, including 

Raft [19] or various Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) 

[20] were modifications like [21], [22], etc. 

There are numerous public consensus protocols 

and their variations, each having advantages and 

disadvantages. The most well-known cryptocurrency 

system Bitcoin [23] is based on Proof-of-Work 

(PoW) consensus. This algorithm requires the nodes 

(so-called miners) to be involved in the network 

operation, the result of rather hard work. Therefore, 

this mechanism requires high energy consumption 

and quite a long processing time. Proof-of-Stake 

(PoS) is another type of public consensus protocols 

[24]. Compared to PoW, it is less resource intensive. 

In a PoS algorithm, the probability of the formation 

of the next block in the blockchain by the participant 

is proportional to the share that the virtual currency 

tokens belonging to this participant make up from 

their total number. 

As a general rule, to achieve consensus, a 

sufficiently large number of honest nodes must be 

present in the network simultaneously. However, 

certain nodes may unintentionally break the 

protocols, for instance, as a result of hardware or 

software problems. Although these nodes don't 

participate in deliberate collusion, they may 

nonetheless operate "synchronously" for a number of 

reasons (such as a computer virus, the breakdown of 

a significant Internet service provider or cloud 

service, etc.). This problem is especially manifested 

in networks with a low entry threshold. 

BFT-based protocols can also be applied in 

public blockchains with numerous participants. One 

method is to use Committees, which are randomly 

selected from the set of all network participants, to 

create new blocks and reach a consensus on their 

validity. Such an approach leads to a hierarchical 

structure of modified protocols. 

In this paper, using the consensus “Waterfall: 

Gozalandia” [25] as an example, we propose a 

method for optimizing the protocol to increase 

network performance and reduce overall system 

load. The presented scheme can be applied as a 

research approach for a wide range of BFT-liked 

consensuses with randomly selected Committees 

considering their distinct features. 

LITERATURE OVERVIEW 

Since a consensus layer is the core of a 

decentralized system, numerous research works are 

devoted to the study of various aspects of its work, 

in particular, performance and security (e.g. [26], 
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[27], [28]). In public networks, the honest work of 

nodes (processing transactions, validating blocks, 

finalizing the ledger, etc.) is incentivized by 

rewards. By contrast, any misbehavior is penalized 

in line with the network's functioning objectives, to 

discourage users from acting irresponsibly. 

To date, the various economic leverages of PoS 

and BFT-based consensus protocols have been quite 

well studied (e.g. [22], [29], [30], [31], [32], etc.). In 

addition, there exist a number of different methods 

for implementing reputation systems based on 

blockchain data (e.g. [33], [34], [35], etc.), to 

distinguish honest nodes from faulty ones, and to 

provide additional rewards and benefits to 

participants with the best reputations while 

restricting or even eliminating those with the worst 

reputations. 

Another approach is to transform the consensus 

protocol, to mitigate the possible negative impact of 

faulty nodes. This demands a tightly harmonized 

effort that preserves all the rules of the network. 

In this work, we consider the hierarchical 

consensus “Waterfall: Gozalandia,” [25] having PoS 

and BFT features to optimize its performance.  In 

[36] and [37] the tokenomics model and the 

incentive system for this protocol were presented in 

detail. A fair distribution of rewards among honest 

nodes and the establishment of values for penalties 

for faulty nodes were designed to ensure the general 

economic equilibrium of the Waterfall platform. 

To meet modern requirements for network 

scalability, all nodes are divided into multiple 

disjoint Сommittees (shards)va since the original 

BFT protocol [20] can effectively handle a relatively 

small (not more than 100-200, a few tens is better) 

number of nodes. However, the issue of how to 

determine an optimal committee size is less 

discussed in the literature than incentive 

mechanisms [38]. 

THE AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE 

RESEARCH 

The aim of the study is to optimize the 

consensus “Waterfall: Gozalandia” by increasing 

system performance and reducing the load on 

network nodes.  

To achieve this, the following tasks are solved: 

– minimize the number of messages between 

network nodes; 

– maximize the share of committees with 

honest majority participants; 

– minimize the number of accidents in which a 

block cannot be produced; 

– provide an approach for multi-objective 

optimization as a whole; 

– distribute blockchain Workers by servers in an 

optimal way; 

– build simulation models for testing proposed 

protocol modifications. 

Methods of mathematical and statistical 

analysis, mathematical optimization, as well as 

experiments with simulation modeling in Python, 
were used for problem research [41, 42, 43, 44]. All 

presented protocol amendments will be implemented 

on the Waterfall platform [45], facilitating its overall 

reliability, performance, and security. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

System design. Waterfall has an architecture 

based on the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). We 

can consider this technology to be the next 

generation of blockchain due to its high scalability 

[39, 40]. 

The platform consists of Coordinating and 

Sharding networks that achieve high transaction 

throughput via parallelized block production, thanks 

to the DAG structure. This facilitates scalability, 

which is one of the main challenges of decentralized 

technologies. 

 
Fig. 1. The structure of nodes 

Source: compiled by the authors 

Each node (server) acts as a core architectural 

technical component, is responsible for maintaining 

the ledgers of both the network and its software, and 

handles all communications between network 

participants. Based on the node, many independent 
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Worker sub-nodes are deployed with their own fixed 

stake and wallets (see Fig. 1). By participating in the 

work of the protocol, Workers receive income from 

transaction fees and coin minting as rewards for 

fruitful efforts. Faulty work and deliberate offenses 

lead to penalties, or even the complete ban of a 

Worker, with a significant reduction in its stake [37]. 

Each Worker consists of two parts, a 

Coordinator and a Validator, presenting it in 

corresponding networks. The timeline is divided into 

slots and epochs. Coordinators maintain the register 

of Validators, and they assign block producers, 

Committee Members, and Leaders in each slot at the 

beginning of an epoch. In addition, the Coordinating 

network contains information about the approved 

blocks created on the Sharding networks. At the 

same time, the linearization (ordering) and 

finalization of the distributed ledger are performed 

in the Coordinating network, increasing overall 

security and synchronization. 

 
Fig. 2. The linearization of the distributed ledger 

Source: compiled by the authors 

Consensus protocol overview. This section 

briefly describes the consensus “Waterfall: 

Gozalandia”. Here we restrict ourselves to 

presenting the information necessary for the 

purposes of this work. A detailed description of the 

protocol is given in [25]. 

Let (see Fig. 2) 

• 𝑛 be the number of Coordinators (all 

participants of the protocol); 

• 𝑐 be the number of Committees per slot; 

• 𝑚 be the number of Committee Members. 

It is obvious that 𝑛 =  32𝑚𝑐 under the 

assumption that all Coordinators take part in the 

work of a Committee once in an epoch. We consider 

that there are 32 slots in each epoch. When creating 

a block, first the Committee Members exchange 

messages within the BFT protocol, and then the 

aggregators (Committee Leaders) also exchange 

messages within the BFT protocol.  

Thus, the total number of messages is: 

𝑀(𝑐) = 2𝑚(𝑚 − 1)𝑐 + 2𝑐(𝑐 − 1) = 

= 2 [
𝑛(𝑚 − 1)

32
+ 𝑐(𝑐 − 1)]. 

(1) 

With fixed 𝑛, the function 𝑀 depends only on 𝑐 

since 𝑚 =  𝑛 (32𝑐)⁄ . 

Maximizing the share of honest Committee 

Members. One of the most important properties of 

BFT protocol is that if a system is made up of  

3𝑓 + 1 nodes, where 𝑓 is the maximum number of 

faulty nodes that it can handle [20] Therefore, 

according to the protocol, more than 2/3 of the 

Members have to be not faulty for the proper 

operation of each Committee, and more than 2/3 of 

the Committee Leaders must be not faulty and must 

be able to represent its Committee at the final stage. 

In other words, a decision can be made both within 

the Committee by Members of the Committee and 

between Committees by Committee Leaders only if 

there are more than 2/3 of votes in favor of this 

decision. 

In this case, the percentage of majority (Share) 

required for making a decision will be the smallest if 

the number of Members as a number can be 

represented as 3𝑓 +  1, i.e. when divided by 3, the 

remainder is 1.  

A few examples of how Share changes 

depending on Members are given below (see Fig. 3): 

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒 =
⌊
2
3 𝑚⌋ + 1

𝑚
∙ 100%. 

  
Fig. 3. Dependency of Share on Members 

Source: compiled by the authors
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Obviously, as the number of Members 

increases, fluctuations in the value of Share 

decrease. Therefore, based on this BFT protocol 

feature, we will, ceteris paribus, recommend 

choosing the number of Committees as an integer of 

the form 3𝑓 +  1. 

MINIMIZING THE NUMBER OF MESSAGES 

Let us consider the question of the values of 𝑐 

and 𝑚 for which the number of transmitted 

messages 𝑀 will be minimal to decrease the overall 

system load. An additional condition is that 𝑚 and 𝑐 

only accept integer values. 

The problem can be reduced to minimizing the 

function (neglect the term that does not contain 𝑐): 

𝑀′(𝑐) =
𝑛2

1024𝑐
+ 𝑐2 − 𝑐,    𝑐 ∈ [4,

𝑛

128
]. 

Here, due to the limitations of the decentralized BFT 

protocol on the minimum number of participants, we 

assume that 𝑐 ≥  4 and 𝑚 ≥  4. From the last 

inequality, in particular, it follows that 𝑐 ≤
𝑛

128
. In 

addition, we assume that the number of Coordinators 

is sufficiently large. 

Dropping the last term of 𝑀′, the approximate 

value of the minimum point 𝑐0 can be calculated 

analytically. Therefore, 

𝑐0 ≈ �̃�0 = √
𝑛2

2048

3

. 
(2) 

One can get a more accurate answer than (2) 

with the help of numerical optimization methods or 

mathematical tools. However, for a sufficiently large 

number of Coordinators, the answer for an 

approximate and more accurate solution will be the 

same.  

 
Fig. 4. Dependency of messages on the number of 

Committees 
Source: compiled by the authors 

Fig. 4 illustrates the case with 𝑛 = 8192. As a 

result of calculations, we got that 𝑐0 = 32. Blue and 

red lines depict continuous and discrete cases of the 

number of Members respectively for comparison.  

The discrete case corresponds to the real one, in 

which the number of Committee Members is an 

integer, and 32𝑚𝑐 ≤ 𝑛. However, to find the 

minimum, it is better to use the continuous version. 

Note that any value from the range [𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛; 𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥] is 

acceptable as a practical matter, since the message 

number increase is not significant (by 10%). 

Based on the properties of the BFT protocol, we 

can recommend choosing the number of Committees 

as an integer of form 3𝑓 +  1 closest to 𝑐0. 

MINIMIZING THE NUMBER OF FAULTY 

SLOTS 

Due to the fact that some of the Coordinators 

may turn out to be faulty, we need to find out how 

this will affect the decision in the Committees and 

the final decision on block producing. In this case, it 

is necessary to estimate what is the maximum 

proportion of faulty Coordinators that is acceptable 

without stopping or significantly delaying the 

decision-making process. 

Formulation of the problem. For a given 

number of Coordinators, find such a number of 

Committees and determine the number of their 

Members, at which the average number of faulty 

slots per epoch 𝐹(𝑐) will be in a certain sense 

“minimal”. Faulty slots are those in which it was 

impossible to accept the block. Obviously, the 

number of faulty slots will depend on the proportion 

of faulty Coordinators and their distribution within 

the Committees. The task is to give a method for 

constructing a distribution that, on average (in most 

cases), will give a smaller number of faulty slots 

than other distributions. 

 
Fig. 5. Dependency of the number of faulty slots 

(𝐹) on the number of Committees and 

Committee Members 
Source: compiled by the authors 
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Optimization of the Committee size. In [25] 

using simulation modeling, it was found that the 

critical value of the total number of faulty 

Coordinators, at which there is no large delay in the 

producing of blocks, is 20%.  

Mostly, the best results (lower average number 

of 𝐹) with a fixed number of Coordinators were 

achieved with a decrease in the number of 

Committees and with a corresponding increase in the 

number of their Members (see Fig. 5).  

Green dots of the diagram indicate the number 

of obtained faulty slots up to 11, yellow – from 11 to 

21, and red – from 22. However, if the number of 

Committee has 3𝑓 +  1 form, the best results are 

observed even with small numbers of Members (see 

the bottom-right corner in Fig. 5). 

Fig. 6 shows the number of faulty slots per 

epoch (𝐹) with 95% confidence interval depending 

on the proportion of faulty Coordinators in the 

system. On the first graph, the number of 

Committees is 4, and on the second graph, the 

number of Committee Members is 64. Therefore, 

with high values of the proportion of faulty 

Coordinators (approximately more than 20%), the 

number of Committees should be decreased with a 

corresponding decrease in the number of Committee 

Members, and vice versa. 

Distributing algorithm. Let’s consider a case 

with a proportion of faulty Coordinators less than 

20%. Then its essence is to choose the smallest 

possible number of Committees of form 3𝑓 + 1, 

with a number of Committee Members also of form 

3𝑓 + 1. Moreover, the numbers must be no greater 

than 127, due to technical restrictions on the 

exchange of messages within a group. Thus, we will 

get the distribution between Committees and 

Committee Members, which, according to 

preliminary analysis, should give a small number of 

faulty slots.  

To make that happen, let: 

–  𝑛 be the total number of Coordinators in the 

network; 

– 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  127 be the maximum possible 

number of Committee Members. 

In the formulas, all variables are positive 

integers, and the result is rounded down when 

dividing.  

1) Minimum number of Committees to which all 

Members can be placed: 

𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
𝑛 − 1

32 ⋅ 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥
+ 1. 

It is assumed that there are 32 slots in an epoch 

and all Coordinators should participate in the work 

of Committees once per epoch. 

2) The number of Committees of form  

3𝑓 +  1: 

𝑐 = 3 ⌊
𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 2

3
+ 1⌋ + 1. 

where 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑠 is the minimum number of form 

3𝑓 +  1 greater than 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑠. This 

number of Committees will be used in each slot. 

3) The mean number of Committee Members: 

𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
𝑛

32𝑐
. 

4) The minimum number of Committee Members 

of form 3𝑓 +  1: 

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛  = 3 ⌊
𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛  −  1

3
+ 1⌋ + 1, 

  
Fig. 6. The number of faulty slots (the left panel – 4 Committees,  

the right panel – 64 Committees) 
Source: compiled by the authors
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where 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 is the maximum number of form 

3𝑓 +  1 that does not exceed 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠. In 

other words, each of the Committees has 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 Coordinators. 

5) Number of Coordinators not assigned to 

Committees: 

𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  =  𝑛 − 32𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐. 

6) Number of triples formed from these 

Coordinators: 

𝑡 =
𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡

3
. 

7) Number of Coordinators not included in the 

triples: 

𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡  = 𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑚𝑜𝑑 3). 

8) Distribution of triples by Committees. 

Case 1. The number of first slots of the epoch in 

which all Committees will be increased by 3 

Coordinators: 

𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 =
𝑡

𝑐
. 

And in the next slot the number of Committees 

that are increased: 

𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡  =  𝑡(𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑐). 

By 3 Coordinators. Also in this slot, one can 

increase one more of the Committees by 

𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠  Coordinators.  

        The following equality must be true: 

𝑛 =  32𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐 + 3𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑐 + 3𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 + 𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡. 

Case 2. The minimum number of Committees from 

each slot that will receive 3 additional Coordinators. 

𝑐𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙  =
𝑡

32
. 

       In addition, a certain number of slots should 

receive one more Committee each with an increased 

number of Coordinators by 3 (for example, at the 

beginning of the epoch): 

𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 =  𝑡(𝑚𝑜𝑑 32). 

As above, one more of the Committees can be 

increased, for example, one from the next slot by 

𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠 Coordinators. The equality must 

hold: 

𝑛 =  32𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐 + 96𝑐𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 +  3𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 +  𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 . 

The result is: 

– The number of Committees in each slot is 

Committees, the minimum possible value of form 

3𝑓 +  1. 

– In all Committees, the number (also of form 

3𝑓 +  1) of Members is 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛 or 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛 +  3, except 

perhaps for one Committee with 1 or 2 more 

Members than 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛. 

– The number of Committees with “increased” 

by 3 Members is 𝑡. Such Committees can be 

allocated to slots in various ways. 

To illustrate the method outlined above, we 

present the following instance. 

Example. From a technical point of view, some 

challenges arise when the number of Workers has 

too few divisors, e.g. if it is a prime number. For this 

example let there be 8191 Coordinators in the 

system. The minimum number of Committees: 

𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 3. 

The minimum number of Committees of form 

3𝑓 +  1, which is not less than the 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑠: 

𝑐 = 4. 

Each Committee will have on average: 

𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 63. 

Members. Then, representing the number of 

Committee Members as 3𝑓 +  1, we get: 

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 61. 

Then the number of Coordinators that were not 

included in the Committees: 

𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 383. 

In order to add them to other Committees 

without violating the 3𝑓 +  1 form, we divide the 

rest of the Coordinators into triples.  

We get: 

𝑡 = 127. 

As a result, 𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 =  2. 
Next, consider 2 strategies for distributing the 

remaining m_𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 Coordinators among the 

Committees. 

Strategy 1. Determine the number of slots of the 

epoch in which all Committees will have the number 

of Coordinators that equals 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 3: 

𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 = 31. 

And in the next slot we increase: 

𝑐𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡  =  3. 

Committees for 3 Coordinators. In the fourth 

Committee in this slot, we add the remaining 

Coordinators. 
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Strategy 2. Determine the minimum number of 

Committees in each slot, in which all of them will 

have the number of Coordinators  𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 3: 

𝑐𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 = 3. 

Calculate a number of slots that receive one more 

Committee each with an increased number of 

Coordinators by 3: 

𝑠𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 =  31. 

The remaining Coordinators go to the 

Committee of some slot. Simulation Modeling. The 

purpose of simulation is to find out the differences in 

the results of the two cases of distribution of 

Coordinators described above.  

Graphs of the dependence of the number of 

faulty slots on the number of Coordinators were 

plotted for various percentages of faulty 

Coordinators for both cases. In Fig. 7, the percentage 

of faulty coordinators is 20%. 

From the graphs, one can see that the average 

number of faulty slots does not exceed 13 with a 

percentage of faulty Coordinators of 20%. It is also 

found that neither of the proposed methods is 

inferior to the other. 

MINIMIZING UNPRODUCTIVE  

SERVICE TRAFFIC 

The issue of Coordinator distribution to 

minimize the number of faulty slots 𝐹(𝑐) is 

considered above. However, at the same time, the 

number of sent messages (1) should also be taken 

into account, possibly minimizing it. Hence, when 

optimizing the consensus protocol, we have two 

target minimization criteria – the number of sent 

service messages 𝑀(𝑐) and the mathematical 

expectation of the number of faulty slots per epoch 

𝐹(𝑐). 

We tried to avoid heuristic weighted 

convolutional approaches to solving this multi-

objective optimization problem in order to obtain a 

more rigorous solution, and considered the concept 

of useful information, which directly correlates with 

the number of received blocks. In turn, this number 

of blocks can be represented by the mathematical 

expectation of the number of blocks accepted per 

epoch. 

Note that even if a decision was not made in 

some slot, the service information was sent in full, in 

an effort to reach a consensus. Thus, one should 

calculate the ratio of the amount of service traffic 

during the epoch to the expected number of 

successful consensuses (i.e., non-faulty slots). This 

ratio will show the expected service traffic per 

successful block:  

𝑃(𝑐) =
𝑀(𝑐)

32 − 𝐹(𝑐)
. (3) 

Obviously, the lower this value, the higher the 

efficiency of the consensus protocol. 

 
 

Fig. 7. Dependency of the number of faulty slots on the number of Coordinators 
Source: compiled by the authors 
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Thus, we can consider this integer optimization 

problem as a single-objective one: 

min
с

 𝑃(𝑐) = 𝑃(𝑐∗). 

For the expected number of Workers, the 

dimension of the problem is small. This allows you 

to find the optimal solution by simulating 

distribution options. 

Consider the example of the multi-objective 

problem described above. In this case, 𝑛 = 8192, 

and the percentage of faulty Coordinators is 20%. 

Let us plot the dependence (3) of the expected 

service traffic per successful block on the number of 

Committees with the parameters specified above 

(see Fig. 8). 

 
Fig. 8. Dependency expected service traffic per 

successful block (𝑃) on the number of 

Committees  
Source: compiled by the authors 

As a result of the experiments, it was obtained 

that at the minimum point of the number of 

Committees is 𝑐∗ = 34, while the number of 

Committee Members is 7. This result can be easily 

explained by the fact that both the number of 

Committees and the number of Members have the 

form 3𝑓 +  1, while the number of messages, as 

shown above, at this point is close to the minimum. 

It is important to acknowledge that in real-

world scenarios, the number and proportion of faulty 

nodes may fluctuate over time. In such cases, the 

formula introduced earlier can still be utilized to 

determine the optimal Committee and Committee 

Members sizes that yield the minimum function 

value. 

In addition, the presented optimizing method 

can be applied across a wide range of consensus 

protocols that utilize randomly chosen Committees 

for block signing and verification. Its adaptability 

and versatility make it a valuable tool for researchers 

and developers working in the field of distributed 

systems. 

The Waterfall network software, due to its 

efficiency, allows for hosting several Workers on 

one physical node (server). This shared hosting of 

Validators further increases the efficiency of server 

resource utilization. However, due to the 

probabilistic distribution of the roles of Validators 

within the slot, a situation may arise where several 

Workers of one physical server are assigned as block 

producers simultaneously (so-called twins), in one 

slot of the Sharding network having DAG structure. 

At the same time, the computational load on the 

server increases proportionally. As a result, the 

corresponding blocks may appear late. The delay in 

creating and distributing blocks is not critical to the 

consensus of the Waterfall network. However, such 

bursts of load and the corresponding delays can 

affect the instantaneous efficiency of the network, 

which is undesirable. 

DISTRIBUTING OF WORKERS BY NODES 

A simulation model was built to estimate the 

probabilities of such undesirable events. The results 

of the experiments given in the table are in 

agreement with the analytical calculations. Table 

rows correspond to the number of network nodes 

(servers) and columns correspond to the number of 

Workers on each node. 

 
Fig. 9. Probabilities of the number of twins depending on the numbers of nodes and Workers per node 

Source: compiled by the authors 
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Since the probability of a threat decreases 
rapidly as the number of nodes increases, we only 
examined cases where there are between 32 and 
1024 nodes. Three blocks of the table correspond to 
the occurrence of 2, 3 and 4 twins, respectively. The 
probability of occurrence of more than 4 twins is 
negligible compared to the contribution of 2 twins 
(see Fig. 9). 

Obviously, the most likely situation is when 
only two Workers on a node create blocks at the 
same time. The more such nodes, the less, ceteris 
paribus, the probability of such an event for one 
specific node. At the same time, deploying powerful 
servers with a large number of Workers significantly 
increases the likelihood of an undesirable event. 
However, from a practical point of view, such an 
increase can be considered acceptable, because by 
increasing the number of Workers by 16, we get 
only a twofold increase in probability. 

In Fig. 10, summarizing the results presented 
above, one can see the final graph of the dependence 
of the mathematical expectation of bursts in the 
computing load on the server, depending on the 
number of servers and the Workers deployed on 
them. With a fixed small number of Workers, it is 
preferable to make many light servers with a small 
number of Workers. In particular, for 1024 Workers, 
the probability of a load burst varies from 0.6% to 
17%. The lower value corresponds to 512 light 
servers out of just two Workers. At the same time, if 
the number of servers reaches 500 or more, the 
probability of a double burst of computing load 
becomes about one percent for any number of 
Workers. Further, as the number of servers grows, 
the probability of a burst decreases proportionally. 

Therefore, at the initial stage of the growth of 
the Waterfall platform, it is advisable to use low-
power servers with a small number of deployed 

Workers. This allows at the beginning of 
development to widely use inexpensive cloud 
solutions and even computers, while increasing the 
level of decentralization. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study aims to improve the performance 
and efficiency of the consensus algorithm 
“Waterfall: Gozalandia” by addressing several 
challenges, including reducing the number of 
messages between network nodes, increasing the 
share of Committees with honest majority 
participants, minimizing the occurrence of block 
production failures, and optimizing the distribution 
of blockchain Workers among servers. To achieve 
these objectives, the researchers developed a multi-
objective optimization approach and built simulation 
models to test proposed modifications to the 
protocol. 

The main result is a method to determine the 
optimal committee size and distribution of Workers, 
depending on their total number in the network and 
the expected faulty proportion. The experiments 
conducted revealed that the optimal number of both 
Committees and of Members follows the pattern of 
3𝑓 +  1, which is consistent with the minimal 
number of messages required. It is important to note 
that the presented optimizing algorithm can be 
applied in a broad range of consensus protocols used 
in blockchains where randomly selected committees 
must sign off on block validity.  

The obtained modelling findings showed 
significant improvements in system performance and 
reduced load on network nodes, making "Waterfall: 
Gozalandia" a more efficient and reliable consensus 
algorithm, to be implemented on the Waterfall 
decentralized public platform. 

 
Fig. 10. Overall probability of node load bursts depending on the number of nodes and the  

number of workers per node 
Source: compiled by the authors 
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АНОТАЦІЯ 
 

Останніми роками децентралізовані платформи, такі як блокчейн, привертають значну увагу, особливо в контексті 
фінансових і платіжних систем. Вони створені для забезпечення прозорого, безпечного та надійного середовища для 
цифрових транзакцій без необхідності центрального органу. Ядром такої децентралізованої платформи, як блокчейн, є 
консенсусний рівень, який дозволяє всім учасникам (так званим Воркерам), які належним чином працюють і дотримуються 
всіх мережевих протоколів, координувати свої дії та приймати одні й ті самі рішення, маючи однаковий стан розподіленого 
леджеру. Однак деякі з Воркерів можуть тимчасово перебувати в автономному режимі без будь-якого підтвердження, на 
власний розсуд, або погано працювати через технічні обставини з непередбачуваною поведінкою. Метою цієї статті є 
представлення підходу до багатоцільової оптимізації консенсусних протоколів на основі візантійської відмовостійкості 
(BFT), щоб зменшити вплив на мережу таких фолтних учасників. Розглядалися два критерії: мінімізація кількості 
відправлених службових повідомлень і максимізація математичного сподівання кількості створених блоків. Результатом є 
метод визначення оптимального розміру комітету та розподілу Воркерів залежно від їх загальної кількості в мережі та 
очікувану пропорції фолтних вузлів. Усі поправки до протоколу, представлені в цій роботі, протестовані на відповідних 
імітаційних моделях і продемонстрували значне підвищення продуктивності системи та зниження навантаження на вузли 
мережі. Ці вдосконалення буде впроваджено в консенсусний протокол Gozalandia на платформі Waterfall, підвищуючи його 
загальну надійність, продуктивність і безпеку. Крім того, представлений алгоритм оптимізації може бути застосований до 
широкого діапазону консенсусних протоколів у блокчейнах, де блоки повинні бути підписані випадково вибраними 
комітетами щодо їх дійсності. 

Ключові слова: технологія розподіленого леджеру; децентралізована система; блокчейн; протокол консенсусу; 
візантійська відмовостійкість 
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